
Aquarius Restaurant establishes a new tradition for Mother’s Day! 

 
Those that know the food and service at the Aquarius Restaurant in the Renaissance Marina Tower were 

quick to make their reservations for the first special Mother’s Day brunch that the five-month-old eatery 

had to offer. This lucky reporter was one of the first to walk in the door, because early on in the week I was 

asked where I wanted to go for a Mother’s Day Brunch, and had already indicated Aquarius as my 

restaurant of choice, before I even knew they were having a special buffet in celebration of the day. 

It didn’t take long for every table at Aquarius to be filled with families honoring their mothers and taking 

advantage of the opportunity to enjoy all three aspects of the Aquarius restaurant’s fabulous buffets, 

wrapped up in one meal at a very special price. Aquarius does seafood buffet at its best for lunch and 

dinner, and a breakfast buffet. Their Mother’s Day affair was a hybrid of all three meals; an omelet station 

also produced fresh tossed pasta with your choice of sauces and ingredients, a mix from their breakfast and 

lunch buffet. The salad bar featured special salads for the day and of course, what we usually go there for, 

the all you can eat sushi, plus unlimited fresh peel and eat jumbo shrimp, which is from their dinner buffet.  

We usually forego soup as we find it too filling, but we could not resist their seafood chowder, and we are 

very glad we gave into temptation, as it was spectacular, as was our pasta Alfredo with baby shrimp, 

broccoli and mushrooms, and the mango salad. We could go on and on here, but we will just skip to the 

desserts, and offer our compliments to their pastry chef Christian from Germany. His specialty is chocolate, 

and amongst the wide variety of desserts offered, there were plenty of chocolate choices, including mini 

fruit mousse tarts in dark chocolate shells, topped with fresh fruit and berries. Now when one uses the 

words “to die for,” one is talking about this dessert. We sincerely hope it becomes a regular item on the 

dessert table.  

Satisfied moms sipped a never-ending stream of mimosas, and entire families enjoyed a wonderful treat as 

the hardworking staff did their utmost to make sure that every mom felt like the queen she truly is. Our 

particularly perceptive waitress, Betty, noticed that my beverage of choice was ice tea, and before I even 

asked, I would find a fresh glass waiting for me when returning from a trip to the buffet stations. This sort 

of attention is what defines excellent service, in our humble opinion.   

You don’t have to wait until next year to make your mom or a loved one feel like royalty, the Aquarius 

seafood buffet is opened for breakfast, lunch or dinner seven days a week! 


